
 

Accelerate Equipment Sales and Solutions LLC was

established in 2021 by James "RickET" Cowan. It's

based in Humble, TX. XLR8 is becoming

known for its turnkey solutions, including cloud

automation, systems integration, and custom

fabrication. Where we help different companies

with in-house solutions, for their project needs. 

For more information:

(832)269-2668

james.cowan@aessus.com

The Story Behind

Our 
Partners

Technology Solutions in Motion



INTRODUCTION

Red Trident’s Cyber-ECP™ product solves the complex challenges associated

with rapidly enhancing cybersecurity for Operational Technology (OT). With

nearly two decades of experience working in these environments, we know

how engineers, technicians, and operators work. By rethinking OT Security

and understanding the details of Process Control environments, we

developed a solution that allows you to focus on operations while we manage

your OT cybersecurity for a fraction of the cost of implementing it yourself.

THE DIFFERENCE

The Cyber-ECP is a linear chain of security controls with each control reducing

the attack surface an adversary would have to attack an environment.



You face a unique set of challenges
In all industries, technology is becoming more complex, market dynamics are constantly

changing, and you face increasing pressure to do more with less.

It doesn’t matter if you’re in energy, oil and gas, plastics, or manufacturing, it can be hard to

stay competitive.

For the past 10 years, we’ve helped hundreds of companies throughout many industries use

automation to transform their businesses.

Understand your needs: Talk with one of our senior engineers and we’ll identify

the problems you’re facing.

Get to work: Working with your timing, budget, and existing equipment, our

experts will work to a solution unique to your industry.

Transform your business: No longer doing more of the same, reduce downtime,

increase production, and deliver better results.

We are committed to helping transform our clients. Our process is simple —

We believe when technology is used correctly, it increases productivity and safety

while reducing human error, training, and downtime.

 

It’s why ICS offers the automation expertise in implementation, systems integration,

and maintenance you need to solve your most complex problems.



Maxx Power, Inc. was established late in 2014 and is growing to be

known as the Fastest and highest Quality manufacturer. With over

17 years of experienced staff, our projects are built and installed in a

variety of markets and industries. We use materials and

components for world class equipment manufactures.
 

Customer service and satisfaction is our priority as we continue to seek

building long term business relationships with our customers. We value the

opportunity in serving our customers with the finest quality of engineering,

workmanship, and professionalism.

 

Our promise is quality and satisfaction at a highly effective turn around time.


